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All  theories  of  the  morpho-syntax  -  phonology  interface,  past  and

present, practice two-channel translation, i.e. the conversion of mor-

pho-syntactic structure into phonological units by two distinct mecha-

nisms, one lexical (or list-type: morphemic information stored in the

lexicon, i.e. Vocabulary Insertion), the other computational (boundary

information, i.e. #, units of the Prosodic Hierarchy etc.). It is shown

that computational translation does not qualify for intermodular com-

munication because computational systems that can read two distinct

vocabularies (of the sending and the receiving module, what Jackend-

off calls bi-domain specificity) are modular monsters. They defy the

purpose of modularity (domain specificity: computational systems can

process  only  one  type  of  vocabulary)  and  make  interface  devices

pointless: if modules can parse the vocabulary of their neighbors, no

translation is needed in the first place. As a consequence, the transla-

tion of both morphemic and boundary information must  be lexical.

Within language (phonology-phonetics interface) and beyond, lexical

translation is then generalized as the regular interface in a modular

network: all modules possess a lexicon on their input side which trans-

lates variable inputs into a the uniform to-be-computed vocabulary.

Objections against lexical translation that are raised on the Faculty of

Language blog are discussed (is lexical translation the odd man out in
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the cognitive system?). Finally, it is argued that the translation of real-

world items into cognitive  categories  (e.g.  the  association of  wave

lengths with colors perceived) is also list-based.  Lexical  translation

thus appears to qualify as the general mechanism that manages inter-

modular communication (internal to the cognitive system) as well as

the relationship between cognitive categories and the real world.

Modularity, morpho-syntax - phonology interface, phonology-phonet-

ics interface, transduction, multisensory integration.

PURPOSE

ince SPE, all theories of the morpho-syntax - phonology interface practice two-

channel translation, i.e. the conversion of morpho-syntactic structure into phono-

logical units by two distinct mechanisms, one list-type (morphemic information stored

in  the  lexicon),  the  other  computational  (boundary  information,  i.e.  #,  units  of  the

Prosodic Hierarchy etc.). It is argued that intermodular translation can only be non-com-

putational, i.e. achieved by a lexical access as we know it from morphemic information

(Vocabulary Insertion). Computational translation does not qualify because it is a modu-

lar monster: it requires the processing of two distinct vocabularies (pertaining to the two

modules that are related) by a computational system. The founding statement of modu-

larity,  however,  is the domain-specificity of computational systems, i.e.  the fact that

they can only work with their own proprietary vocabulary. What Ray Jackendoff calls

bi-domain specificity, i.e. a computational system processing two distinct vocabularies,

is thus impossible on modular standards.

S

Some consequences of lexical translation are discussed in section 6, namely arbitrari-

ness: the relationship between the two items associated by a lexical entry is arbitrary

(this is the definition of the lexicon). While this is an obvious property of spell-out at
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the  upper  interface  of  phonology (with  morpho-syntax),  it  is  counter-intuitive  at  its

lower interface (with phonetics). But it must also hold here. 

While the first part of the article is concerned with the history and workings of the

morpho-syntax - phonology interface, the discussion of the second part focuses on more

general properties of modular theory that go beyond language. It is argued that transla-

tion may always be lexical: all modules possess a lexicon that reduces variable inputs

(distinct vocabularies) to a uniform output (the domain-specific vocabulary that is the

input to modular computation). Relating to a thread of the  Faculty of Language blog,

objections against the generalization of lexical translation are discussed in section 7. In

conclusion, it is shown that lexical translation not only qualifies for intermodular com-

munication  (within  the  cognitive  system),  but  also for  the  association of  real-world

items with cognitive categories (e.g. wave lengths with colors).1 

 1 THE STANDARD: TWO-CHANNEL TRANSLATION

The input to phonological computation is made of two types of pieces: morphemic and

non-morphemic. In the string #variable, the item variable is a morpheme (or a sequence

of morphemes), but # is not. The beginning of the word which traditionally appears as #

in phonology and may be relevant for phonological computation is not a morpheme be-

cause it does not have any meaning and is absent from the lexicon. Hash-marks repre-

sent information that is not stored but rather created online in the course of morpho-syn-

tactic computation. That is, whether  variable is preceded by # depends on its deriva-

tional history: in case it is preceded by a prefix as in #in-variable, the v- is not word-ini-

tial. 

Let us thus refer to those pieces that appear in phonological representations and are

of lexical origin as morphemic information, as opposed to boundary information which

1 The present article builds on a chapter of Scheer (2012: §160). Making the translation of both mor-
phemic and boundary information lexical is an original idea by Michal Starke.
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originates in morpho-syntactic computation. For the discussion below theory-specific

properties of boundary information are irrelevant: hash-marks, units of the Prosodic Hi-

erarchy, the initial CV or other carriers of morpho-syntactic information all represent

boundary information.

In production, the result of morpho-syntactic computation (the tree) is translated into

phonological units through Vocabulary (or Lexical) Insertion. It is undisputed that those

pieces of the tree that end up being represented by morphemic information in phonology

are converted into morphemes through a lexical access. That is, the lexicon is a list of

items stored in long term memory which matches phonological units with morpho-syn-

tactic properties: something like </kæt/>phon ↔ <animate, count etc.>morpho-synt. would be

the lexical entry for cat.

Morphemic information in the phonology thus comes into being through a non-com-

putational mechanism: Vocabulary Insertion matches portions of the freshly built tree

with candidate lexical entries. There is no computational action that transforms morpho-

syntactic into phonological units: the match is done in each lexical entry by a list-type

conversion (look-up table).

By contrast in all interface theories since SPE the conversion of boundary informa-

tion is computational in kind. That is, a computational action (often called mapping)

transforms some portion of the morpho-syntactic structure into phonologically inter-

pretable units. There is no lexicon, no storage and no list involved. Section 2 reviews in

greater detail how computational translation of boundary information is implemented in

various theories.

The current situation in all interface theories may thus be described as two-channel

translation: two distinct mechanisms convert morpho-syntactic into phonological vocab-

ulary,  one  computational  (boundary  information),  the  other  non-computational  (list-

type, morphemic information). This is shown under (1).
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(1) TWO-CHANNEL TRANSLATION

 2 THE TRANSLATION OF BOUNDARY INFORMATION IS

COMPUTATIONAL IN ALL THEORIES SINCE SPE

 2.1 STRUCTURALISM

There was boundary information in structuralist phonological representations, but it had

to be incognito, pretending it was truly phonological and did not carry any morpho-syn-

tactic information. This is because (in American structuralism) linguistic representations

were supposed to be construed strictly bottom-up (discovery procedure), starting with a

phonetic description from which phonological representations (the string of phonemes)

was abstracted, which in turn was the input to the construction of morphological, finally
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of syntactic structure. Hence morpho-syntax was held not to influence phonology at all,

but practitioners knew of course that this is not true. The compromise were so-called

juncture phonemes, for example # or +, which did import morpho-syntactic information

into phonology but pretended to be regular phonemes, i.e. with free distribution (sic,

therefore juncture phonemes could occur in the midst of morphemes) and a phonetic

correlate (e.g. "either pause or nothing").

The structuralist situation is of course more intricate and manifold than this sum-

mary: the description in Scheer (2011: §59) goes into greater detail. The only thing that

is relevant for the present purpose is the fact that there is no translation in the first place:

the idea that morpho-syntactic structure is converted into phonological units by an ex-

plicit translational mechanism (for either morphemic or boundary information) was en-

tirely foreign to structuralist thinking. 

 2.2 SPE

In SPE a fixed algorithm that works on the grounds of morpho-syntactic criteria alone

converts boundary information into hash-marks: # is inserted into the linear string at the

beginning and at the end of each major category (i.e. nouns, verbs and adjectives), and

also on each side of higher constituents that dominate major categories, i.e. NPs, VPs

and so forth (Chomsky & Halle 1968: 12f, 366ff). 

In  cases  (translated)  syntactic  surface  structure  does  not  qualify  as  the  input  for

phonological interpretation, it needs to be modified before phonology can make use of

it. This is what is called the Readjustment Component in SPE (Chomsky & Halle 1968:

9f, 371f) and what will later be known as non-isomorphism in Prosodic Phonology (see

Scheer 2011: §§416ff). Since SPE its iconic example used in all subsequent literature is

the cat-rat-cheese sentence (This is the cat that caught the rat that stole the cheese). The

computational translation in SPE is described in greater detail in Scheer (2012: §§102f).
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 2.3 PROSODIC PHONOLOGY

2.3.1. Rule-based mapping. Prosodic Phonology operates the autosegmentalisation of

linear hash-marks in the context of the general autosegmental movement of the 80s

(Selkirk 1981, 1986,  Nespor & Vogel 1986). Since computation at the time was rule-

based,  the  translation  of  morpho-syntactic  structure  into  prosodic  arborescence

(prosodic word, prosodic phrase etc.) was done by so-called mapping rules, which were

running in a specific translational device that was located in modular no-man's land, i.e.

distinct from both morpho-syntax and phonology (Scheer 2011: §§380f, 2012: §§85f).

This initial  setup of Prosodic Phonology faithfully instantiates Jackendoff's  interface

processors (discussed in section 4 below): a computational device that translates be-

tween two modules, is independent of both but able to read either vocabulary.

2.3.2.  Constraint-based  mapping. In  the  constraint-based  environment  of  the  90s,

mapping rules were replaced by constraint-based mapping (Scheer 2011: §457, 2012:

§88). On this take, the Prosodic Hierarchy is a device that represents the (mis)match of

morpho-syntactic constituency and phonologically relevant chunks of the linear string.

The operation that relates both, mapping, may thus be described as the (mis)alignment

of the edges of morpho-syntactic constituents with the edges of prosodic constituents.

This  perspective  on  mapping  was  introduced  by  Selkirk (1984:  52ff),  who  builds

prosodic structure (the metrical grid in her case) by alignment rules (e.g. Basic Beat

Rules, Demi-Beat Alignment DBA, see Scheer 2011: §426). Constituent margins then

become the center of interest  in Selkirk's (1986) edge-based mapping (Scheer 2011:

§386). Finally, McCarthy & Prince (1993) generalize alignment to more empirical situa-

tions and make it the central tool of interface management with morpho-syntax (see Itô

& Mester 1999, McCarthy & Prince 2001: vii,  Peperkamp 1995: 227ff for a historical

overview).
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In canonical OT, ALIGN is a constraint family with a uniform template: the left or

right edge of a given unit coincides with the left or right edge of another unit. The units

in question may be phonological, morphological or syntactic, and both units involved in

an alignment constraint may belong to the same or different domains (phonology, mor-

phology, syntax, see for example Yip 1998).

This move relocates mapping from a true interface position outside of the two com-

putational systems that are related into one of the systems at hand, phonology: align-

ment constraints are regular phonological constraints that are interspersed with other

constraints in the same grammar (constraint hierarchy).

 3 MODULAR MONSTERS

The heart piece of Fodorian modularity (Fodor 1983) is domain-specificity: computa-

tional systems operate over symbolic vocabulary that is specific to their domain. Over-

view literature regarding the general properties of modules includes Segal (1996), Ger-

rans (2002), Jackendoff (2002: 218ff),  Carruthers (2006: 3ff). Thus in language, mor-

pho-syntax and phonology are distinct computational systems because they operate over

distinct vocabulary (person, number, gender, etc. vs. occlusion, labial, voice, etc.).

Domain specificity is the raison d'être of interfaces: the vocabulary of different mod-

ules is mutually unintelligible and thus needs to be translated into the language of the

receiving module before communication can occur. Hence the whole point of domain

specificity and the modular approach as such is that computational systems can only un-

derstand and parse one single type of vocabulary, the one over which it operates. 

This  rules  out  two  approaches  to  translation:  constraint-based  mapping  (section

2.3.2) and more generally computational translation. The latter is refuted because it re-

quires a computational system that converts one type of vocabulary into another and

hence is able to parse two distinct vocabularies, its input and its output.  Constraint-

based mapping is computational in kind and therefore does not qualify. But on top of
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that it places translation  in a particular module, phonology, instead of managing it in

modular no-man's land (which is where the earlier rule-based incarnation of mapping

occurred, following modular standards). Doing translation in the phonology is modular

nonsense because phonology is unable to understand or parse foreign vocabulary. Align-

ment constraints therefore do things that are impossible: they read morpho-syntactic vo-

cabulary while being located in the phonology.

The following section describes Ray Jackendoff's model of modularity which is en-

tirely based on computational translation.

 4 JACKENDOFF'S MODEL OF TRANSLATION

(IN LANGUAGE AND ELSEWHERE)

 4.1 TRANSLATION IS DONE BY COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEMS WITH MODULAR STATUS

Ray  Jackendoff's (1992, 1994, 1997, 2002) model of modularity was first known as

Representational Modularity, later on as Structure-Constrained Modularity. In his view

intermodular communication is computational in kind: "it is not like sending a signal

down a wire or a liquid down a pipe. It is, rather, a computation in its own right, just the

kind of computation that an interface processor performs" (Jackendoff 2002: 223). In

his approach, interface modules relate two regular modules by accessing their content

simultaneously and transferring information from one to the other. Jackendoff (2002:

223, note 19) is explicit on the modular status of the computational system that carries

out translation. 

Jackendoff thus promotes a general modular architecture of the mind where three

types of modules (which he calls processors) are active: inferential processors (Fodor's

central systems, i.e. which construct inferences and judgments), integrative processors

(Fodor's domain-specific modules, e.g. color recognition, paucal counting, phonology,

syntax etc.) and interface processors. Integrative processors are related by interface pro-
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cessors, which also assure the communication with central systems (inferential proces-

sors). 

The modular structure that Jackendoff (2002: 199) proposes for language in this gen-

eral environment is shown under (2) below.

(2) MODULAR STRUCTURE OF LANGUAGE ACCORDING TO JACKENDOFF

(REPRODUCTION OF JACKENDOFF'S 2002: 199 DIAGRAM)

 4.2 JACKENDOFF'S COMPUTATIONAL TRANSLATION IS ALL-POWERFUL AND 

UNCONSTRAINED

Jackendoff considers that translation among modules is entirely unconstrained: it can do

anything that needs to be done for the information flow to work, and must not be limited

in any way. His position in this respect has not varied since his earliest work: interface
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processors appear as translation rules in Jackendoff (1987), as correspondence rules in

Jackendoff (1997).

Jackendoff explicitly defends all-powerful translation against the critique of overgen-

eration, i.e. the fact that unconstrained transmission of information allows for the de-

scription of existing as much as of non-existing interface activity.

(3) “ [C]orrespondence rules are conceptually necessary in order to mediate be-

tween phonology, syntax, and meaning. It  is an unwarranted assumption

that they are to be minimised and that all expressive power lies in the gen-

erative components. […] In other words, correspondence rules, like syntac-

tic and phonological rules, must be constrained so as to be learnable. Thus

their presence in the architecture does not change the basic nature of the

theoretical enterprise. ” Jackendoff (1997: 40)

The quote also shows that Jackendoff conceives of correspondence rules in the same

way as of phonological or syntactic processes: translation is modular computation.

 4.3 BI-DOMAIN SPECIFICITY

A direct consequence of the computational and hence modular status of translation is

what Jackendoff calls bi-domain specificity (Jackendoff 2002: 220ff). In his 1997 book,

he provides the following description of correspondence rules: "correspondence rules

perform complex negotiations between two partly incompatible spaces of distinctions,

in which only certain parts of each are 'visible' to the other" (Jackendoff 1997: 221).

Hence interface processors have only access to a subset of the structure that is present in

either of the two modules that are related.

In this sense, interface processors define their own domain of competence, which is

composed of a subset of the structure of each module that they relate. Jackendoff (2002)
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is consistent in his use of the word "module" in order to refer to interface processors: as

all other (integrative) processors, they operate over a specific domain – only is this do-

main not proprietary, but composed of pieces from two other domains. Hence Jackend-

off's term bi-domain specificity.

Bi-domain specificity is incompatible with modularity. It merely puts a word on a

contradiction in terms: a computational system cannot be bi-domain specific since the

whole idea of modularity is that computational systems understand only one type of vo-

cabulary. It also defies the modular purpose in itself: if modules were able to process

two different types of vocabulary, there would be no need for specific translation de-

vices in the first place.

 5 INTERMODULAR COMMUNICATION GOES 

THROUGH A LEXICAL ACCESS

If computational translation does not qualify in a modular environment, the only alter-

native available to date appears to be a lexical access. Lexical translation is well docu-

mented in its instantiation as Vocabulary Insertion and respects modular standards. The

present section explores the workings of lexical translation by looking at more general

properties of intermodular communication that Ray Jackendoff has worked out.

 5.1 MODULES RECEIVE VARIABLE INPUTS, BUT PRODUCE A UNIFORM OUTPUT

Modules may draw on information that comes from a range of other modules (many-to-

one); conversely, the output of a given module may be used as the input to a range of

other modules (one-to-many). Jackendoff (2002: 223f) reviews a number of relevant

cases.

Audition for example is an information provider for a number of quite different mod-

ules: sound is processed by all-purpose audition (e.g. the perception of sound that is

produced by animals), voice recognition (the identification of humans according to their
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voice), auditory affect perception (emotion detector) and the perception of linguistically

relevant phonetic material. How exactly the phonetic signal that hits the sensory system

is chopped into the pieces that are relevant for the various clients mentioned is unclear

to date, but it is a fact that relevant information finds its way to each computational sys-

tem.

The reverse situation is encountered when the same module receives input from dif-

ferent sources. In perception for example, phonology is fed at least by acoustic-phonetic

and visual information.  The latter  is  documented by the McGurk effect (McGurk &

MacDonald 1976, Ingleby & Azra 2003): when exposed to auditory and visual informa-

tion that simultaneously provide conflicting information, subjects perceive something

that is absent from the sensory input. Exposed to auditory [ba] and visual "[ga]" (in a

video where the person is filmed pronouncing [ga], but with a synchronized audio track

that plays [ba]), they perceive [da] (so-called McGurk fusion). The functional rationale

for the phonological system being wired to receive visual input is lip reading, which en-

hances perception in noise-impaired environments and is (unconsciously) practiced by

all humans.  Calvert & Cambell (2003) have found that the circuitry of visual stimuli

that reach grammatical processing is different from the one used for auditory stimuli,

but processed by the auditory cortex.

 5.2 THE LEXICON REDUCES A VARIABLE INPUT TO A UNIFORM OUTPUT

Modules are thus able to compute information from a variety of sources whereby each

sending module uses a different vocabulary: a lexicon will translate all incoming infor-

mation into the vocabulary of its own module. Hence on their input side modules have a

lexicon whose own input comes in a number of distinct vocabularies, but whose output

are always units of the to-be-computed vocabulary.

Table (4) below shows how a modular network communicates through lexical access

along the lines discussed (note that the language bit concerns perception). Lexical en-

tries are pairs of arbitrarily associated items which belong to two different domains. The
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input to the phonological lexicon falls into items of the acoustic-phonetic ("a") and the

visual vocabulary ("v"). These units are associated to pieces of the phonological vocab-

ulary ("p").

(4) INTERMODULAR COMMUNICATION THROUGH LEXICAL ACCESS

 6 CONSEQUENCES OF LEXICAL TRANSLATION

 6.1 ARBITRARINESS

An obvious and necessary property of lexical translation is the arbitrariness of the rela-

tionship between the items that are associated. Hence in a lexical entry <x ↔ α> where

x belonging to the "Latin" vocabulary is related to α of the "Greek" vocabulary, the rela-

tionship between both items is necessarily arbitrary: there is no way in which x and α

could even be compared, either by the analyst or by the cognitive system – they are in-
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commensurable. This is just like in a real language dictionary, say, English - Czech,

which has an entry <table ↔ stůl>: there is no reason for the Czech equivalent to be stůl

rather than, say,  kad,  rtim or  trob. The relationship cannot be predicted and any two

items of the respective vocabularies could be associated.

Arbitrariness is an obvious and undisputed property of Vocabulary Insertion, i.e. the

translation  of  morphemic  information  when  spell-out  transforms  morpho-syntactic

structure into phonological units. It is so trivial that nobody talks about it and no argu-

ment needs to be made. A morpho-syntactic structure that describes, say, past tense of a

weak verb in English is realized as -ed because there is a lexical entry stored in long-

term memory that specifies this equivalence: <past tense [weak verbs] ↔ -ed>. There is

no reason why -ed, rather than, say, -s, -et or -a realizes past tense in English.

Note that arbitrariness is a necessary property of lexical translation, but may also be

produced by some conceptions of computational translation: anything in the input vo-

cabulary can in principle be turned into anything in the output vocabulary. Jackendoff

(1997: 40) is explicit on all-powerful computational translation: "correspondence rules

are conceptually necessary in order to mediate between phonology, syntax, and mean-

ing. It is an unwarranted assumption that they are to be minimised and that all expres-

sive power lies in the generative components."

The difference between lexical and computational translation is that arbitrariness is a

necessary and immutable property of the former, but only a possibility of the latter. In-

deed, the algorithm driving computational translation may be restricted in any way that

suits the data or the analyst: predictions then strongly diverge.

 6.2 THE OUTPUT OF TRANSLATION MUST BE A GOOD LEXICAL ENTRY

Unlike computational translation, lexical translation constrains possible associations of

items belonging to two different vocabularies by a condition on the output: the result of

translation must be a good lexical entry, i.e. belong to the domain-specific vocabulary of

the receiving module.
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As a consequence, diacritics do not qualify. In all phonological theories to date, carri-

ers of morpho-syntactic information in phonology are diacritics:  juncture phonemes,

hash-marks or items of the prosodic constituency (omegas ω, phis φ etc.) and the like

are all arbitrarily chosen and interchangeable units that do not belong to the phonologi-

cal vocabulary (labial, occlusion, voice, etc.) and are therefore phonologically meaning-

less. In current and past theories that use diacritics, these are not stored in the lexicon

but rather the result of computational translation (see section 2). This is consistent since

only items of the domain-specific vocabulary of a module are storable. If translation is

lexical also for boundary information, diacritics are thus disqualified.

Aside from being unable to be stored, diacritics also cannot be parsed by phonologi-

cal computation: phonology can only process items of its own vocabulary. The diacritic

issue is discussed at greater length in Scheer (2008, 2011: §§402, 687, 2012: §§66, 93).

Its  consequence  is  a  non-diacritic  interface  theory,  Direct  Interface  (Scheer  2012),

where the output of translation can only be made of truly phonological vocabulary, i.e.

items which exist in phonology in the absence of morpho-syntactic conditioning.

 6.3 ARBITRARINESS ALSO AT THE LOWER INTERFACE OF PHONOLOGY (WITH 

PHONETICS)

If intermodular communication goes through a lexical access, then interfaces other than

the one between morpho-syntax and phonology must instantiate the same architectural

properties. Hence the interface of phonology with phonetics must be organized in terms

of a spell-out operation whose input (phonological categories) entertains an arbitrary re-

lationship with its output (phonetic categories).2 This is referred to as phonetic arbitrari-

ness below. It means that there is no automaticity or necessity for, say, [labial] to be pro-

2 Of course this is true only if phonology and phonetics are distinct modules. The alternative scram-
bling  them in  the  same  computational  system is  entertained  e.g.  by  Steriade (1999),  Flemming
(2004), Hayes et al. (2004). Phonetics may also be viewed as being distinct from phonology, but in-
stantiating a system that does not enjoy modular status. This option is further discussed in section 7.4.
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nounced as a labial articulation [p,b,v,u,o etc.]. This prime could as well be pronounced

as [χ] or [t].

Arbitrariness at the phonology-phonetics interface is counter-intuitive because unlike

at the upper interface our experience is that the relationship is 99% faithful: what is

labial  in  phonology is  also labial  in  phonetics.  There are  distortions,  though, which

show that translation may be non-faithful,  such as the variable pronunciation of the

phonological sonorant /r/, which appears as [ʃ,ʒ] in Polish, [h] in Brazilian Portuguese

or [ʁ,χ] in French and German and still in a number of other guises elsewhere (Chabot

2019).

The preceding is a short version of the argument made in Scheer (2014) where the is-

sues are exposed in greater detail. The result is shown under (5) below: three distinct

computational systems, each processing a specific vocabulary distinct from the two oth-

ers, communicate through a translational device (spell-out) that is identical: an input

item in some vocabulary is converted into an output item in another vocabulary through

a lexical access.3

3 So-called  phonetic interpretation in Government Phonology (Harris & Lindsey 1995: 46ff,  Harris
1996, Gussmann 2007: 25ff) implements the list-type translation between phonology and phonetics
shown under (5), but does not subscribe to phonetic arbitrariness.
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(5) FRAGMENT OF (PRODUCTION) GRAMMAR INVOLVING PHONOLOGY

Scheer (2014) discusses two reasons to account for the fact that 99% of translational re-

lations at the lower interface of phonology (with phonetics) are faithful (while faithful-

ness cannot even be expressed at the upper interface with morpho-syntax: the correla-

tion of "past tense" with -ed is not any more or less faithful than if it were associated to

-a,  -ub etc.). One is about the ontology of morpho-syntax (only grammar-internal, no

real-world categories involved) as opposed to phonetics (concerned with real-world cat-

egories that lie outside of the cognitive system). Section 7.4 below expands on this dif-

ference. The other reason is the diachronic origin of non-faithful relationships at the

lower interface: rules and phonology-phonetic mappings are not born crazy, they be-

come crazy through aging (Bach & Harms 1972).

Phonetic arbitrariness has a number of consequences that are discussed in Scheer (in

press), namely the fact that melodic primes must be substance-free: instead of [labial],

[continuant], [voice] etc., they identify as α, β, γ. The only function of these phonologi-

cal primes is to decompose segments into smaller units and to express contrast (Dresher

2014, 2018). They acquire a phonetic value only through the lexicon that matches them

with phonetic categories.
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 7 DISCUSSION ON THE FACULTY OF LANGUAGE BLOG

An exchange on Norbert Hornstein's and Bill Idsardi's Faculty of Language blog dated

April 2019 is relevant to the discussion above. The sections below look at some issues

raised.

 7.1 BI-DOMAIN SPECIFICITY ALSO FOR NON-INTERFACE MODULES?

In his post Dueling Fodor interpretations (3 April 2019), Bill Idsardi raises the question

exactly how specific domain-specific Fodorian modules are: could the granularity of

their specificity be larger, embracing not just one but several vocabulary sets? Note that

in Jackendoff's system bi-domain specificity is only a property of interface devices (his

interface processors), true modules (his integrative processors) being specific to only

one type of vocabulary. Idsardi thus considers extending Jackendoff's bi-domain speci-

ficity to true modules.

Idsardi quotes Fodor's (1983: 47) reflection on the McGurk effect, leading Fodor to

admit  that  modules  can  operate  "within  (and,  quite  possibly,  across)  the  traditional

modes" (what he calls modes are the five human senses plus language). Crucial here is

"across",  which  suggests  that  modules  can  process  vocabulary  from more  than  one

source.  In  a  footnote  explaining  why  he  has  included  "across",  Fodor  calls  on  the

McGurk effect which shows that the language module processes both auditory and vis-

ual information. Fodor insists on the unity of the domain in which this processing oc-

curs, though, which is neither auditory nor visual: "[i]t is of central importance to real-

ize that the McGurk effect – though cross-modal – is itself domain specific – viz., spe-

cific to language" (Fodor 1983: 132). Hence Fodor sticks to a domain specificity that

can process only one vocabulary: the one of "language".4 This means that Fodor relies

on regular intermodular translation which transforms the auditory and the visual vocab-

4 "Language" is of course too coarse-grained: only phonology, and in fact not all of phonology but only
melody – the portion of phonology that occurs below the skeleton in an autosegmental representation
– is impacted by the McGurk effect. But this is orthogonal to the argument.
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ulary into the "language" vocabulary, which is then processed by the language module.

Whether this translation is computational or lexical in kind is irrelevant for the argu-

ment: what matters is that it exists. That is, modules do not directly process information

provided from other modules – this information is always filtered by a translational de-

vice, the interface.

It seems to me that this is the regular and fairly consensual view of how modularity

works (see e.g. Jackendoff's system under (2)). Transforming the multiple inputs that

reach a module into a uniform vocabulary that can be processed by that module is the

whole purpose of  translational  devices.  As was mentioned earlier,  if  modules  could

process more than one vocabulary, there would be no need for translation in the first

place.

In his post Idsardi also mentions other cases of multisensory integration that are de-

tected  by  brain-based  evidence.  These  are  thus  other  cases  along  the  lines  of  the

McGurk effect: the existence of multisensory input to a module is undisputed (see sec-

tion 5.2). This does not mean that modules directly process distinct sensory vocabulary,

though: different kinds of vocabulary are translated into the receiving module's vocabu-

lary prior to being computed.

 7.2 GALLISTEL & KING'S INFINITUDE OF THE POSSIBLE DOES NOT APPLY TO 

INTERFACES

In his post More on "arbitrary" (29 March 2019), Bill Idsardi argues that lexical transla-

tion (lookup table in his words) is a strange fellow that we do not want to generalize – it

should be considered only as a last resort when everything else has failed. Idsardi says

"spell-out  via  lookup table  is  literally  the  weakest  possible  architectural  assumption

about transduction." He motivates this statement with a quote from  Gallistel & King

(2010: xi) where the authors "make a critical  distinction between procedures imple-

mented by means of look-up tables and what we call compact procedures." Gallistel &
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King argue against look-up tables on the grounds of their computational inefficiency, as

compared to a computational procedure:

(6) "the specification of the physical structure of a look-up table requires more

information than will ever be extracted by the use of that table. By contrast,

the information required to specify the structure of a mechanism that imple-

ments a compact procedure may be hundreds of orders of magnitude less

than the information that can be extracted using that mechanism." Gallistel

& King (2010: xi) 

The high memory and accessing cost of look-up tables such as the linguistic lexicon

that  is  used  in  Vocabulary  Insertion  thus  makes  lexical  translation  undesirable:  the

weakest possible solution.

A crucial piece of information that needs to be added, though, is that Gallistel &

King only talk about modular computation (which may describe infinite sets of items):

they are not concerned with interfaces (whose input and output is necessarily finite).

The point they make is about what they call  infinitude of the possible, i.e. the fact

that an infinite set of items cannot be materialized by a list or a lookup table: it can only

be described by a (mathematical) function.  Examples discussed by Gallistel & King

(2010: 51-53) include the multiplication function over the infinite set of integers (f*: ℤ

x  → , the output of which cannot incarnate as a list since, like its input, it is infinite)ℤ ℤ

and the prime number function (which, given a prime number, produces the next higher

prime number fnext_prime (n) where n is an integer: nobody can compute or list the exhaus-

tive output).

It is an obvious and trivial fact that an infinite set of items cannot be actually com-

puted or written down on a piece of paper – but that it may be described by a mathemat-
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ical function. Hence whenever infinity enters the game, look-up tables are not an option.

The question then is in which way infinity is involved in cognitive and modular activity.

Chomsky's canonical description of language as a discrete infinity expresses the fact

that the infinite number of well-formed sentences of a language is created by a finite

and  discrete  set  of  basic  building  blocks  that  undergo  computation.  These  building

blocks are the items of the morpho-syntactic (input to morpho-syntactic computation)

and the phonological (input to phonological computation) domain-specific vocabularies,

which are necessarily finite since they are stored in long term memory. The conclusion

following Gallistel & King is that the modular computation of morpho-syntax cannot be

stated in terms of a look-up table but only as a function, since it produces infinity. Its in-

put items are for sure listed in long-term memory in form of a look-up table, though.

The next question is whether anything infinite does, will or could occur in intermod-

ular communication. The answer, I think, is no. The input to modular computation is

necessarily a finite set of stored lexical items. This is true for syntactic computation, but

also for perceptual modules like vision, audition etc.: given domain-specificity, all mod-

ular activity is based on a vocabulary that by definition cannot be infinite because it

needs to be stored. Hence Gallistel and King's infinitude of the possible argument holds

for modular computation where indeed functions are running that may describe an infi-

nite set of outputs. But whatever the output of modular computation, it is made of the

initial vocabulary items that were combined / rearranged by modular computation. Their

set is the same as before the computation started, that is finite. Therefore when transla-

tional devices convert the output of one module into the relevant input vocabulary of an-

other module, the set of items to be translated is always finite.

In conclusion, Gallistel & King's  infinitude of the possible does not apply to inter-

modular communication, which only ever translates one finite set of items into another.

Hence  there  is  no  conceptual  superiority  of  computational  over  lexical  translation

("weakest possible architectural assumption about transduction"). There is reason to be-
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lieve that the reverse is actually the case: it was shown above that computational transla-

tion is a modular monster because it violates domain specificity.

 7.3 IS LEXICAL TRANSLATION THE ODD MAN OUT?

In his post  More on "arbitrary", Bill Idsardi also argues against the generalization of

lexical translation on the grounds of the fact that as we know it from Vocabulary Inser-

tion it has no obvious parallel elsewhere in the cognitive system. He quotes Jackendoff

(1997: 107) on this: "[i]f we look at the rest of the brain, we do not immediately find

anything with these same general properties. Thus the lexicon seems like a major evolu-

tionary innovation, coming as if out of nowhere."

The question is thus whether there is evidence that lists of items are matched when

two modules exchange information. Aside from the fact that interfaces necessarily map

one set of domain-specific and finite vocabulary onto another (section 7.2), it seems to

me that there ample descriptive evidence for this exchange to imply finite lists whose

members are matched.

In language production there is a list of phonemes, which is decomposed into a list

of  melodic  primes  (features),  and  these  correspond  to  a  list  of  phonetic  categories

(acoustic target values for instance in Boersma & Hamann's 2008 BiPhon model). That

is, the items of a phonological and a phonetic list are matched.

In color perception, a gradient spectrum of wave lengths is discretized into a finite

number of distinct colors that people perceive. The slicing of the real-world spectrum

into cognitive categories (colors) may be more or less fine-grained according to culture,

language (Sapir-Whorf), expertise (a tissue salesman will distinguish more colors, each

with a specific word, than non-professionals) etc.  But the number of cognitive cate-

gories is always finite, and they always correspond to a real-world item, i.e. a range of

wave lengths. The same goes for all other senses: odor, taste, sense of touch, audition.

Given this  record,  listed items pertaining to  one vocabulary that  are  matched to

listed items of another vocabulary, or to portions of a real-world continuum, appear to
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be ubiquitous in the cognitive system. The question is thus rather whether there is any

reason to believe that there is intermodular communication which is not lexical, i.e. does

not match items of two lists of distinct vocabulary.

What would a computational translation of, say, the wave length-to-color mapping

look like? A computation could transform wave length X into color A, wave length Y

into color B etc. If it were the case that the nanometer value of color boundaries can be

calculated, an algorithm could compute these boundaries. But even then whenever a

boundary is detected some device will have to match this boundary with an actual color.

Alternatively, computational translation could be done by devising a distinct computa-

tional instruction for each match of items on the two lists: wave length X → color A,

wave length Y → color B etc.

Computational translation thus appears to be just a different way of referring to the

fact that in intermodular communication items of two lists of distinct vocabularies are

matched. That is, computational translation is but a notational variant of the intrinsically

lexical character of translation.

 7.4 CROSSING THE REAL-WORLD BOUNDARY OR NOT

Intermodular communication occurs between two modules, i.e. two computational sys-

tems of the mind. Morpho-syntax and phonology are two cases in point. But what about,

say, phonology and phonetics? Or any of the five senses and their cognitivized corre-

spondents? In these cases the real-world boundary is crossed: a gradient signal that lies

outside of the cognitive system is boxed into discrete cognitive categories. The associa-

tion of wave length (real world) and color (cognitive category) is roughly as under (7)

below (numbers are taken form Wikipedia),  with the kind of factors mentioned that

modulate the picture: culture, language, expertise etc.
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(7) CORRESPONDENCE WAVE LENGTH – COLORS

WAVE LENGTH (nm)

[REAL WORLD]

COLOR ASSOCIATED

[COGNITIVE CATEGORY]

380-450 violet

450-485 blue

485-500 cyan

500-565 green

565-590 yellow

590-625 orange

625-740 red

The correspondence is certainly of the lexical kind, i.e. relating items of two different

sets of vocabulary in an arbitrary fashion. As was mentioned, no matter into how many

different colors the wave length continuum will be divided (experts may have more cat-

egories than non-experts), their number is finite.

But the real-world side of the table is certainly not a computational system, nor is it

cognitive in kind. Hence it can hardly be said that the lexical translation under (7) is an

instance of intermodular communication.

The conclusion is that lexical translation seems to be a good candidate for all pur-

poses: it relates modules within the cognitive system as much as units of the cognitive

system with all sorts of real-world signals that come in through the five senses.

 7.5 SIMILARITY CALCULUS

The difference between intra-cognitive translation and cognitive - real world association

is the reason why there is an intuitive similarity calculus in the latter, but not in the for-

mer case (Scheer 2014: 268f).
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It is expected that the phonological prime [labial] (cognitive category) will also be

phonetically realized as labiality (real world).5 Otherwise analysts talk about a "mis-

match" or a "non-faithful" mapping. The overwhelming majority of phonology-phonet-

ics associations is faithful and hence produces the (phony) impression that there is some

necessity or inclination for faithful mapping, which is expected and regular. Mismatches

exist, but are held to be awkward and odd. This is what Bill Idsardi (in his post "Dueling

Fodor interpretations") calls partial veridicality: the similarity calculus produces a faith-

ful (veridical) match most of the times, but sometimes the correspondence is non-faith-

ful (non-veridical).

As was mentioned in section 6.3, by contrast lexical translation predicts that the as-

sociation of phonological and phonetic categories is arbitrary: hence odd non-faithful

mappings are just as regular and expected as faithful correspondences. The fact that they

are less frequent is due to reasons such as diachronic development that have nothing to

do with the cognitive system or the way it relates to the real world.

The point here is that a similarity calculus of the kind described is outright impossi-

ble when two modules communicate within the cognitive system. It makes no sense to

even think of  similarity  or  non-similarity  ("mismatch")  when items such as  gender,

tense, number, person, animacy etc. are mapped onto units such as labial,  occlusion,

voice, etc. The relationship cannot be anything but arbitrary since the two vocabularies

are incommensurable: any match is as unmotivated as any other.

A similarity calculus is possible, though, whenever a real-world signal is boxed into

cognitive categories (a process called grammaticalization in language, phonologization

in phonology) because analysts name the latter after the former. That is, the phonologi-

cal category associated to the phonetic event of labiality is called [labial] because of its

association to the real-world item. It is impossible to calculate similarity, though, when

5 Whether phonetics is a cognitive computational system or entirely belongs to the real world is a ques-
tion open to debate, but orthogonal to the present discussion. At some point phonological labiality
will end up as articulatory and acoustic labiality, no matter whether this involves the computation of a
phonetic module or not.
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two vocabularies  are  compared that  both represent  the  cognitivized version of  real-

world items: tense, person, number, gender etc. are an exaptation of the real world just

as much as labial, occlusion, voice, etc. Since both are named after the real-world items

they represent, what the translation of one into the other comes down to is a match of

the cognitivized versions of two real-world categories.

The names that analysts give to cognitive categories in order to be able to talk about

them obfuscate their identity.

CONCLUSION

It was argued on the preceding pages that computational translation does not qualify for

intermodular communication because computational systems that can read two distinct

vocabularies (Jackendoff's bi-domain specificity) are modular monsters. They defy the

purpose  of  modularity  (domain  specificity)  and make interface  devices  pointless:  if

modules can parse the vocabulary of their neighbors, no translation is needed in the first

place.

If computational translation does not qualify, we fall back on the alternative that is

comparatively well understood in the realm of language: lexical translation (list-based,

look-up table) as practiced upon Vocabulary Insertion when morpho-syntactic structure

is converted into phonological units. For this particular interface, the standard two chan-

nel translation where morphemic information is converted through a lexicon but bound-

ary information by a computational means can be brought back to a uniform list-based

interface device.

Beyond this  particular  interface and more generally  language,  it  was shown that

Gallistel & King's (2010) objection against lexical mechanisms, called infinitude of the

possible, is valid for modular computation where relevant functions may describe infi-

nite sets of outputs (as is the case of the morpho-syntactic module), but does not con-

cern intermodular communication where all sets of items encountered are finite by defi-
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nition. This is because the to-be-translated items belong to domain-specific vocabulary

that is stored in long-term memory: things that are stored cannot be infinite.

Lexical translation thus appears to qualify as the general mechanism that manages

intermodular communication. It is also at play when cognitive categories are associated

to real-world items (e.g. the list of matches between colors and wave lengths).
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